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JEfFFlEISCHMANN I IHEBGNEWS 
New tax on tanning salons may discourage patrons from paying for the sun 
By Christine Talb«r« 
Reporter 
To help fund the $940 billion cost of the health 
care overhaul, a 10 percent increase will be 
charged to all customers of indoor tanning 
salons. 
The initiative is expected to generate $2.7 million 
during the next 10 years, according to a CNNmoney. 
com report. 
This section of the health care bill personally 
affects tanning businesses in the city starting Ink 
1, when the tanning tax will go into effect. Spray 
tanning, tanning lotions and other sunless tanning 
products are not included in the tax, only electronic 
products designed for tanning that use one or more 
ultraviolet lamps between 200 and 40 nanometers. 
Heat Tanning Salon manager Brian Fite said 
he is unsure of how the tanning tax will affect his 
family-run business. 
"1 would like to say that it will not really affect 
us all too much because a 10 percent tax makes 
a 40 dollar tanning package increase by only four 
dollars," Fite said. "However, I can't say that right 
now because there really is no way of knowing 
until it goes into effect." 
Fite said the tanning tax will require his mother, 
who keeps track of all the records, to be more care- 
ful with the books and filling out the federal forms. 
"The tanning tax replaced the tax that was going 
to be put on cosmetic surgery," he said. "Tanning 
was singled out very suddenly, so we obviously were 
not represented enough during the creation of the 
health care reform bill." 
Fite said he felt singled out from this portion of 
the bill that came out of the blue. 
"A lot of tanning salons in this area are fam- 
ily owned," he said. "I know a lot of us are feeling 
singled out and targeted by this new initiative for 
the government to make more money." 
Accordingto the Academyof Dermatology, indoor 
tanning before the age of 35 causes a 75 percent 
increase in the risk of melanoma, the deadliest form 
of skin cancer, which is becoming more common 
in teenagers; nearly 2.3 million teens tan every year. 
Fite said this was a way for the government to put a 
tax on tanning similar to the sin tax put on alcohol 
See TANNING I Page 2 
Students take jogging class for fun, workout 
DUN* COOPER I IHE8GNEWS 
RUN ALONG: A Tuesday morning jogging class warms up lot its run with lunging exercises. 
By Shiina Smith 
Reporter 
Just like yoga and ballroom danc- 
ing classes, jogging is one of the 
more popular physical educa- 
tion courses at the University. 
"We actually had quite a few 
CAMPUS 
people on the wait list, |the 
classl fills up really quickly," said 
instructor Matthew Nichols. 
Some of the students choose 
jogging to fill their PEG require- 
ment but the majority of them 
choose  jogging  as  way  to 
incorporate exercise into their 
weekly routines. 
"This class is a great get away 
from the classroom and when 
my schedule is busy," said soph- 
omore Ryan Krobath. "It gives 
me a chance to exercise." 
Nichols didn't want to have 
students just run in circles so 
along with jogging he also gives 
them sprint and partner-based 
workouts, and he incorporates 
strengthening activities. 
Students in his class really 
appreciate the variety of activi- 
ties Nichols provides. 
"|Nichols| is a great instruc- 
tor; he is very knowledgeable... 
we learned about strides, prop- 
er breathing exercises and run- 
ning forms. He basically adjusts 
the workouts to your skill level," 
said junior Stephanie Winner. 
"So those who want to jog 
more can and those who aren't 
as advanced have workouts 
that fit them as well." 
Since Nichols enjoys differ- 
ent sports, he decided to put 
together a volleyball intramural 
team and a mens and coed soc- 
cer intramural team to promote 
Hi i less outside of class. 
"They really like it," he said. 
"A lot of times it's always some- 
one who can't make it, but when 
they're all there, it's a lot of fun. 
They come up with victory 
dances; it's just a lot of fun." 
Senior Curtis Massey partici- 
pates on the intramural men's 
soccer team, which meets on 
Tuesdays at seven and the coed 
soccer team at eight. Winner also 
plays on the coed soccer team. 
"I actually play club volleyball 
but soccer is a new sport for me 
to pick up. I'm really enjoying it," 
she said. 
See JOGGING | Page 2 
Fair helps seniors prepare 
The Graduate Fair allowed graduating 
seniors a chance to pick up their cap, 
gowns and other items to commemo- 
rate the occasion. See photos | Page 3 
FORUM 
Woods golfs first and foremost 
Assistant Forum Editor Josh Whetherholt believes 
Tiger Woods' personal indiscretions should not 
overshadow his status as one of the greatest golfers 
as he returns to the sport this week | Page 4 
I 
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FILE PHOTO 
WELCOME: '>unng orientation and registration last summer, seniors Laura Suchomel (left) 
ind k. /in Sasch (right) help freshmen John Petry and Alenandra Lornez of Htlliard figure out 
their schedule for the day 
University speeds up new 
student orientation process 
By Christie Kerncr 
Reporter 
The transition into college life 
can be stressful and confusing, 
but the University's administra- 
tion is looking to make the move 
into college life as easy and com- 
fortable as possible. 
The new Student Orientation 
will take the place of Orientation 
and Registration for incoming 
freshmen and transfer students. 
The previous orientation pro- 
cess required an overnight stay, 
but one of the many changes 
involves the move to a one-day 
orientation. 
"We've gotten feedback that 
the day and a half program was 
becomingdifficultfbrfamilicsto 
commit to," Dean of Students Jill 
Carr said. "We wanted to reduce 
time and costs for families." 
Discussions began last sum- 
mer about making changes to 
the orientation structure as well 
as the overall communication 
with students who have been 
accepted to the University. 
"We, as an institution, wanted 
to shorten the amount of time 
from the point the student 
receives their letter of admission 
to the point of receiving contact 
from the University," Carr said. 
The University Orientation 
Advisory Committee was put 
together after discussions 
began to implement some nl 
the changes. 
"In the fall we got the for 
nial go-ahead to go with a new 
model |for orientation]" Senior 
Associate Dean of Students and 
co-chair of the committee Mi 
Webb said. 
See FRESHMAN [Page 2 
RA workload increases 
with additional programs 
ByZachGue 
Reporter 
New programs introduced this 
year by Residence life have 
helped resident advisers build 
stronger relationships with their 
residents. 
This year there was an 
increased workload for RAs, 
including online databases 
as well as additional programs 
aimed to increase involvement 
between RAs and residents, said 
Sarah Waters, the senior associ- 
ate director of Residence Life. 
The First Year Achievement 
Program was implemented at 
the beginning of the year to 
have RAs help freshmen and 
new  students  adapt   to   the 
"Even when off duty 
you have to help 
residents, and be visible 
in the building." 
Brian Greet | Resist nt 
University, Waters said. RAs are 
required to meet up with each 
individual resident two or three 
times a semester. There is also 
a Falcon Achievement Program. 
which is similar to the First Year 
Achievement Program, but is 
geared towards older students. 
See RESIDENCE | Page 2 
Organization educates 
campus on global issues ' 
New local chapter focuses on raising awareness of 
human trafficking and sex slavery 
are going through injustices 
such as sex slavery, forced 
labor and bondage. 
"As a campus chapter, we want 
to raise awareness for people 
to join in to end some of these 
injustices in the world," she said. 
Sarah Acker, co-president, 
said in general, it is important 
for people to know more about 
See JUSTICE | Page 2 
By Angela Green 
Reporter 
International Justice Mission 
is an international organiza- 
tion which tries to help victims 
of human trafficking and raise 
awareness. 
This is the first year for a chap- 
ter at the University. 
Co-president lacintha 
Ratnasamy said I|M works to 
secure rights of people who 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
Alumni coach Frozen Four 
The coach and captain of the Falcons' 
1984 national title-winning team will 
coach their respective teams in the 
Frozen Four tonight | Page 6 
What would you tax? 
DANABOGART 
Freshman. Education 
"People who wear Uggs and tights 
together" | Page 4 
k VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
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BLOTTER 
THURS..APRIL6 
744 P.M. 
. lainanl reported sometime 
the evening someone 
t her unlocked vehicle within 
0 block of Manville Ave. 
tg was reported stolen or 
. 
Pv ONLINE:   io to bgvienscom for the 
^5 
TANNING 
From Page 1 
and cigarettes because of the 
'negative effects' of tanning. 
"What people don't under- 
stand is that a main factor of 
skin cancer is genetics. The FDA 
approved tanning in 1979, and 
now they're going back and say- 
ing it isn't healthy. Well, they've 
had 30 years to ban it. and they 
slill haven't," he said. "Tanning 
does not cause skin cancer, over- 
exposure and burning does." 
Junior Angela Rini thinks the 
tax will end up hurting the local 
tanning businesses. 
"I heard about this tax just the 
other day, and I think it's ridicu- 
lous," she said. "Tanning salons 
are already pushing it because 
one of the associates is always 
telling you to buy that lotion 
and upgrade to this level tan- 
ning bed. A tanning package is 
about 40 dollars, plus 50 dollars 
if you get the good lotion." 
Rini said it is already difficult 
for students to afford tanning. 
and although the tax increase 
may not be vtfy high, it will 
prevent some students from 
going tanning. 
"The raise in prices of tanning 
packages may only be about 
five dollars, but that is a lot of 
money to college students." she 
said. "We're at school about 
nine months out of the year, so 
adding five dollars every month 
adds up to an extra 50 dollars 
throughout the entire school 
year. I think students will get 
over the hype of tanning and 
eventually everyone will just 
stop going altogether." 
RESIDENCE 
From Page 1 
Sophomore and first year RA 
ordan Snyder, said these pro- 
grams arc set out for RAs to gel to 
know their residents better. 
se there are so many 
residents on the Floor, it is easy 
to miss what is going on in their 
Snyder said, "living inten- 
tional helps the RAs to focus on 
all of the residents." 
I he workload lur RAs includes 
front desk duly, filling out paper- 
: ork, pulling on programs and 
decorating the floor, Snyder said. 
Bill an RA's job description 
doesn't stop there, 
SenkN Brian Greer, who has 
been an I! \ for 3.5 years, thinks 
i he additional programs this year 
are beneficial for younger stu- 
dents to adapt In college life. 
ihej started the lirsi Year 
\i hievemenl Program to see how 
■ ire progressing through 
the year," (ireei said, "li is a way 
foi l( \s ,iiid their residents to 
have one on onetime." 
And according to Waters, the 
new programs are working. 
Students are more aware of on- 
cainpus activities, they know 
more about their RAs and student 
retention has increased, Waters 
said. 
Initially, some RAs were con- 
cerned with the additional pro- 
gianis.astheexlra work load cou Id 
have a negative effect on their 
grades. Waters said. However, the 
combined (IPA of all RAs is better 
this year than last year. 
Waters said RAs are expected 
tl i be extremely dedicated to their 
job. andtheyareexpected to keep 
their RA duties as their top prior- 
It) other than academics. 
"It's a 24 hour a day job." Greer 
slid, "liven when off duty, you 
have lo help residents and lie vis- 
ible in (he building." 
Although the workload can Ix1 
strenuous, it is a rewarding expe- 
rience according to Greer, 
The RA job serves as a great 
medium to affect people's lives 
and affect people's outlook on 
college life." Greet said "It's a 
blessing." 
t.mm/iiMJ 
FRESHMAN 
From Page 1 
Another one of the changes 
is the addition of two Saturday 
sessions. A change that hopes 
to accommodate working fam- 
ilies and has already proven to 
be very popular, Webb said. 
Students will have the oppor- 
tunity to meet with the Bursar 
staff, Residence Life and the 
Career Center as well as register 
for classes. Incoming students 
will also find more information 
online about their move to the 
University. 
The online tool can be found 
at www.bgsii.edu/orientation- 
station, which includes a new 
student checklist, information 
about campus life, finances 
and a tab for parents. 
"Orientation is not just an 
event." Assistant Dean of 
Students Andy Alt said. "It really 
is a transition process from the 
moment the student decides to 
come to BGSU." 
The committee has also 
looked to make changes regard- 
ing the first week of classes. 
"We want to look at how we're 
helpi ng students after a week of 
class to show them the resourc- 
es they have in order to be suc- 
cessful," Interim Assistant Vice 
President and co-chair of the 
committee Lisa Cesarini said. 
The committee will con- 
tinue to implement these 
changes with hopes of prepar- 
ing students for a successful 
beginning. 
"We are not reducing the con- 
tent but delivering it in a differ- 
ent way," Webb said. 
JUSTICE 
From Page 1 
sex trafficking. 
She also said while 1|M focus- 
es on every kind of human traf- 
ficking, the University's chap- 
ter focuses more on sex slavery 
awareness. 
Acker saidsheandRatnasa my 
started the chapter because 
they both have a passion for it. 
Then were a couple of 
instances in my life that opened 
the door to what sexual abuse 
can do to people," she said. "I 
just started to research more 
about what's going on in the 
world. There's a whole industry 
of sex slavery. When you realize 
that, it's really hard not to do 
something about it." 
Ratnasamy said human traf- 
ficking is closer than we think. 
"Toledo is a major hub for traf- 
ficking," she said," We need to 
take action and make change 
happen." 
Sophomore Donna Ward 
joined the organization after 
she watched a movie. 
"1 watched the movie Taken' 
a couple years ago and thought 
it was a big deal," she said. "It 
shocked me. I thought it was 
just in other countries and then 
I found out it's all over." 
Ratnasamy said the orga- 
nization has been able to 
partner with other campus 
organizations.   IJM   worked 
check us out 
online @ BGViewsi 
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826 Sirloin St  Bowlino Green 
419-353-PAPA 
with   the   Honors   Student ■ 
Association for the Slavery 
Isn't  Dead  panel and also 
works with the Organization 
for Women's Issues. 
IJM members arc hold- 
ing a fundraiser, called Loose 
Change to Loosen Chains, from 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. for the 
rest of the week in the Union. 
Ratnasamy said the money 
they raise will go directly to I1M 
to help bring justice to victims. 
"It's hard to get people to stop 
because I know everyone's on 
a mission when they get to the 
Union, but people are pretty 
willing to give," she said. 
She said there will also be a 
fundraiser specifically for the 
University's chapter from 7-9 
p.m. on Monday at Coldstone 
Creamery in Rossford. The 
organization will receive 20 
percent of profits made during 
that time. 
Members are going to 
Columbus in two weeks for a 
town hall meeting about fight- 
ing trafficking. 
"If you think about all the 
major social movements, 
they've started on college cam- 
puses," Ratnasamy said. "As a 
student we have the opportu- 
nity to make a stand." 
IJM usually meets every two 
weeks at 9 p.m. on Tuesdays. 
Acker said the location for 
meetings changes but those 
who are interested should con- 
tact Acker or Ratnasamy. 
JOGGING 
Ftom Page 1 
Along with getting a few work- 
outs during the week, the class 
also provides other benefits. 
"I'm in better physical shape, 
and I'm usually in a better mood," 
Massey said. There were people 
who could barely jog at the begin- 
ning. Now they can jog multiple 
laps, so it can be rewarding." 
Krobath said not only do you 
get a letter grade but it gives you 
motivation to exercise and set 
goals foi things like ninning a 
marathon in the future. 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We wanl lo correct alt factual errors. 
If you think ar?error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-572-6966. 
In the April 7 BG News blotter. 
Matthew R. Stevens and Kevin M. 
Shroud were incorrectly listed as 
arrested for possession of marijuana 
when only a citation was issued. 
: The liquid inside : 
• young coconuts 
; can be used as a 
; substitute for 
: blood plasma. M 
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Macy's, WalMart, BGSU Bookstore, forever 21 and much more! 
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Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• One bedroom apartments 
• Close to downtown ( 
Thursday. Apnl 8.2010 3 
• Newer Construction 
• Two Story duplexes 
• 3 Bedrooms 2 Baths 
• On site Laundry 
• 3 Unrelated Tenants 
• 9.5 & 12 Month Leases 
• Ceramic Tile 
• $760/mo(12mo) 
(419)535-5800 
www.meccabg.com 
Management Inc. 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses h Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
Available for 20102011 
• We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price. 
• In most cases, water, sewer, and (rash are included. 
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office. 
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the     V 
New Listings! 
JOHNNEWLOVERE 
319 K. Wooster Street, Bowling (irmi, OH 
Located Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday (o Friday - 8:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00 
wwH.johnnevtloverealesUte.com 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
"Marijuana" 
JASON WAGNER. 
Freshman. 
Education 
What would you tax? 
The wotd 'like" 
LAURA CAMMARN. 
Sophomore. 
Music Education 
"Stupid people." 
NICK RICE. 
Sophomore. 
Education 
"People that don't 
share their opinions." 
DANAKUEMAN, 
Freshman. 
Education 
C* 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street7 Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgviews.com 
Attention given to Tiger Woods should be 
for exceptional golfing, not sexual exploits 
Today begins the 76th annu- 
al Masters Golf Tournament 
where professionals vie for the 
coveted green jacket, one of 
golf's highest honors. I lovvevcr, 
the center stage for this year 
will not he putting prowess or 
a Cinderella story. Instead it 
will focus on Tiger Woods and 
something he did completely 
unrelated to the sport. 
The media, numbered in 
the hundreds, have descended 
on Augusta, (ia., like vicious 
hyenas with microphones 
and cameras all talking about 
Tiger. The common line of 
questioning has been "What's 
Tiger doing?", "How is he han- 
dling the pressure?", "Has he 
done anything yet?" 
It's obvious these reporters 
expect him to whip it out and 
slart doing it right on the driv- 
ing range. Why don't they just 
cut to the chase and ask" Has he 
banged anyone yet?" 
Before I proceed, know that I 
in no way condone Tiger's infi- 
delity, and, in fact. I think his 
sexual behavior is deplorable. 
He hurt his wife and his family, 
and his relatively good public 
image was seriously tarnished, 
resulting in most of his sponsors 
dropping him entirely, costing 
him millions. 
But, Tiger is not well known 
in the world because he has a 
beautiful wife and child and he 
is incredibly happy and faithful. 
He is well known because he has 
been one of the most dominant 
athletes in his respective sport 
for more than a decade, and he 
started it at the age of 21 when 
he won his first Masters. He has 
won 14 major championships, is 
on pace to win the most cham- 
pionships ever, is the youngest 
to achieve the Grand Slam and 
on top of all that, he did it as a 
person of mixed ethnicity in a 
historically white man's sport. 
I remember being young and 
interested in golf right around 
the time Tiger hit the scene. He 
was huge and a major inspira- 
tion to children, such as myself. 
Many complain Tiger's infidel- 
ity has left a hole for many chil- 
dren who would look up to him 
as a golfer. Well, why can't they 
still admire his skills on the 
links? If not for the media's over 
exposure of the situation, many 
children probably wouldn't 
even know about Tiger and 
his lust for many ladies until 
they were older. Even if they 
were aware of it, they probably 
wouldn't think much of it and 
still look up to him as an ath- 
lete, as they should. 
This media storm surround- 
ing Tiger is not good for Tiger's 
performance nor is it good for the 
tournament itself. Sure the golf- 
ers arc used to crowds watching 
them and cameras all over, but 
I'm sure this sort of attention 
will be a major distraction for 
many and will more than likely 
undermine the entire event. 
The saddest thing will be if 
some unknown golfer comes 
out of nowhere to spectacu- 
larly win the Masters this year 
and no one cares because 
they are so damn concerned 
about how Tiger did in his 
first tournament back after 
his domestic problems. 
Tiger made some big mis- 
takes, and they cost him dearty 
in many ways, but he is not a 
complete moron. The media 
does not need to be watching 
him, waiting for him to fall into 
someone and catch him in the 
act, because it's not going to 
happen and, ultimately, it will 
do harm (o one of golf's most 
cherished events. 
Respond to losli at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE 
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KEITH PAKIZ I THEBGWWS 
When looking for a job, consider 
quick cash social service over 
SfC^A   NOFTSINCER 
M L   COLUMNIST 
Get a job. It's easier said than 
done, especially these days. And 
no one knows this bener than col- 
lege students. 
As we all print COW after copy of 
our resumes, crossing our fingers 
for a place in this fickle economy, 
we can't help but be filled with a 
sense of impending doom. 
Usually, higher education helps 
combat minimum wage, But as 
the recession prolongs, entry into 
the job market narrows. We can't 
help but accept that underem- 
ployment, if not unemployment, 
is a reality. 
Many students approach the 
University with a strategy for 
financial success. They take class- 
es they hate to obtain a degree 
with a guarantee'. But what about 
the rest of us? What happens 
when you choose to pursue your 
interests instead of your assets? 
The answer was found Monday 
in the Union Ballroom. The 
Socially Responsible Careers, 
Networks and Internships Fair 
was put together by a collabora- 
tion of college departments that 
tend to produce social advo- 
cates. Usually, the pursuit of 
women's studies, ethnic studies 
or American cultural studies sug- 
gests that one will spend the rest 
of their life in a University setting, 
transitioning from student to pro- 
fessor. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. 
Several potential employers 
brought informational swag to 
represent their organizations and 
attract students. While the appli- 
cants were trying to convince their 
future employers they had skills, 
the non-governmental organiza- 
tions were in a position to prove 
they had something to offer as 
well. Both scrutinized what the 
other had to offer, hoping to find 
a good fit. 
Colorful displays covered each 
table and even more colorful indi- 
viduals filled the room. Each table 
produced enthusiastic conversa- 
tions and positive non-verbal sig- 
nals. Networking? Check. 
The variety was astounding. 
Studying history? The Hancock 
Historical Museum and the Wood 
County Historical Center were 
there, looking to help your com- 
munity? United Way was there. 
Ever thought about volunteering 
at the Special Olympics? Wood 
Lane assists children and adults 
with developmental disabilities. 
Want to help the elderly maintain 
their independence? Serving Our 
Seniors was there. Or maybe you 
would like to travel and connect 
with other cultures? First Peoples 
Worldwide can send you almost 
anywhere in the world. 
The American Association of 
University Women was seeking an 
individual with public relations 
experience. Planned Parenthood 
provided condoms for the crowd 
while they expressed a need for 
an intern familiar with health care 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at rhenews9Bbgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall 
and reproductive rights. 
But, the bittersweet reality of 
this particular Career Fair is that 
there was an overwhelming need 
for volunteers in the underfunded 
programs that deal with victims 
of violence. Everyone is familiar 
with the Cocoon Shelter, our local 
refuge for survivors of domestic 
violence. Many campus organi- 
zations donate money. But what 
about making a commitment and 
donating your rime? They can 
always use a little extra help. 
Both the YWCA and Behavioral 
Connections have victim advo- 
cacy programs for those who 
have experienced sexual assault 
because sometimes, the best 
thing you can do is just be there. 
Pursuing justice in our complicat- 
ed legal system can be degrading 
and exhausting. Some empathy 
and support from a friend can 
make all the difference. 
While I am grateful for these 
organizations and their dedicated 
civil servants, I am troubled by the 
social statement their presence 
made. We live in a world where 
much need is created by the cruel 
intentions and aggressive actions 
of other human beings. Pain and 
suffering is often inflicted by those 
we love, trust, or simply would not 
expect These negative experienc- 
es need to be intercepted by those 
who truly care about humanity. 
So, as you decide your destiny 
and choose your career path, ask 
yourself one question: Are you 
interested in providing a service to 
a person or a corporation? 
Respond to Kate a 
tlienews@bgnews.com 
Corporate, nationalist actions 
have hurt our image abroad 
It seems when you introduce con- 
trarian ideas, you generally draw 
blood. That seems to be the case 
with my March 31 column. 
Late in life, I have been examin- 
ing the spiritual side of things from 
the point of view of a carpenter 
from Nazareth. What I find is he 
took the long view on most things 
and eschewed politics and cor- 
poratism altogether, as did all the 
prophets before him and after in 
all the world's great philosophies. 
Jesus concentrated on talking 
to and teaching those who were 
the least of his times, the poor 
and the outcasts. My column was 
premised on the idea of the value 
of the statement, "Do unto oth- 
ers as you would have them do 
unto you" which lesus espoused 
in his teachings. 
Contrary to what other people 
think, there were not two different 
versions of his teachings, one for 
personal use and one for "political 
or corporate use" His philosophy 
was all-purpose and one-size-fits- 
all. The difference is his ideas for 
living life truly are for all people 
and all things. 
His teachings are not unique. 
The essence of them can be 
found in all of the world's great life 
philosophies, including Islam. 
We Bve in a fear-based society, 
focused on those who would take 
our way of life from us These folks 
are caricatured as "our enemies." 
As far as knowing who my ene- 
mies are, that is easy: 1 have none. 
There may be some folks who I 
have a difference of opinion with 
and even some who represent 
in my mind, the wrong people 
in positions of leadership for the 
majority of folks and for the future 
of our planet. But none of them 
are my enemies. 
I think of them when I play 
with my grandchildren, and I am 
hoping these people play with 
their grandchildren, too. Anyone 
who loves children wants a safe 
future for them. I pray for them. 
When I teach, I hope they are 
teachers also, for anyone who 
teaches is invested in the future 
and in the students who repre- 
sent that future. 
If I have reservations about 
anything, it is in what constitutes 
the "national interest" 
The idea of our national inter- 
est has changed in the past 130 
years. "National interest" in that 
segment of time has generally 
coincided with the interests of 
those multinational corporations 
(MNCs) who, for convenience, 
not loyalty, fry an American flag. If 
you scrape away the hubris of the 
politicians, you will find a corpo- 
rate logo somewhere. 
Unfortunately, that takes more 
than 30 seconds, the length of 
time within which most people in 
our society get their information. 
It definitely takes longer to discuss 
the "blowback" from our govern- 
ment's adventures looking for a 
new frontier Mexico, Haiti, Chile, 
Angola, El Salvador, Nicaragua, 
Honduras, the Caribbean, 
Pakistan, India, Southeast Asia, 
Palestine, Afghanistan, Iraq, etc 
Over the past 110 years this has 
caused our country to be mis- 
trusted and "feared" by the people 
of the world. 
Some people might say being 
feared is a good thing. But in 
the long term it is that "fear" 
that turns into hate, hate that 
is manipulated and twisted by 
others and can result in people 
frying planes into buildings. The 
bottom line for our search to find 
that new American frontier was 
usually adorned with a corporate 
logo of some kind: the United 
Fruit Company, ITT, Anaconda 
Copper, American Arabian Oil 
Company, Shell, Standard Oil, 
Gulf, General Dynamics, Boeing 
Martin Marietta, Lockheed 
Martin and so oa 
These companies were taken 
to task for being too greedy by 
the people in whatever country 
they were mingling. It is for that 
reason we spill, with too much 
frequency, the blood of our best 
and brightest in those desolate 
climes and spend too much of 
the hard-earned treasure of our 
people on preserving the hold of 
MNCs on the "global economy." 
Asayoungman. I, too, answered 
the call to serve our country and 
did not have a due of the reason. 
It is for this reason, and for the 
love of our young people sent into 
harm's way as instruments of this 
"national interest" that I happily 
present another view that is hon- 
est sincere and reviled by many 
in our society. 
"And that is all I am going to say 
about that" 
& 
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Egyptian prosecutor Bombing of NATO Israel, U.S. have Karzai seen Minister: Brazil and Church: Norway 
releases detained tanker in Pakistan not settled east moving to ease U.S. to sign defense bishop resigned in '09 
protesters kills boy Jerusalem spat tensions with U.S. agreement over abuse 
CAIRO (AP)- Egypt's prosecu- PESHAWAR. Pakrstan(AP)-A JERUSALEM-Israel's prime KABUL (AP)- President Hamid BRASILIA. Brazil (AP)-Brazil and OSLO (AP) - A Cathok bishop in 
tor general on Wednesday ordered bomb attached to a tanker carrying minister acknowledged Wednesday Karzai s spokesman gave assurances the United States will sign a defense- Norway who resigned last year did so 
the release ol all the protesters fuel to NATO forces in Afghanistan that his government has yet to iron Wednesday that the Afghanistan's cooperation agreement next week. alter admitting he had molested a child 
arrested during a demonstration exploded in northwestern Pakistan on out its differences with the US over government is committed to the Defense Minister Nelson Jobim said about 20 years earlier, when he was a 
calling (or reform a day earlier Wednesday, destroying the vehicle and Israeli construction in east Jerusalem. fight against the Talrban. denying Wednesday priest, church officials said Wednesday 
Several dozen protesters briefly killing a boy who was riding in a van a dispute that has stalled American published reports the Afghan leader The pact, to be inked with U.S. The announcement came after a 
chanted lor freedom in front of behind it. efforts to restart Mideast peace talks. threatened to join the insurgents Defense Secretary Robert Gates on Norwegian newspaper pressed for an 
Egypt's upper house of parliament The blast occurred when the tanker Benjamin Netanyahu said both unless the U.S. and its alies ease up Monday in Washington, will make explanation for why Georg Mueller, a 
in downtown Cairo on Tuesday, call- was just 4 miles (6 kilometers) from the countries are still working to find a on pressure to reform "defense-related businesses viable. 58-year-old German, had stepped down 
ing for an end to emergency law and Afghan border in the Khyber tribal area. solution but staunchly defended his The government also announced Jobim told the Foreign Relations and unexpectedly as bishop in the western 
amending the constitution to allow said local administrator Iqbal Khan. The government's contentious settlement the resignation of the head of the Defense Committee of the lower house city of Trondheim in June 2009 At the 
more open elections. explosion wounded four other passen- plans in the disputed holy city, calling countrys election commission, which ol congress. He did not elaborate time. Vatican and Norwegian church 
The protest was violently dis- gers in the van. he said. them a long-standing Israeli policy was widely criticized for its manage- Earlier this week, a senior US gov- officials gave only vague reasons for 
persed by police who beat demon- Afghan-based U.S. and NATO forces "There are things we agree on. ment of last year s fraud-marred ernment official told The Associated Muellers departure. 
strators and threw them into waiting get up to 75 percent of their supplies things we don't agree on. things we presidential balloting The US. and Press that the agreement provides a It was the first case in the current 
trucks Photographers and TV cam- via routes through Pakistan. Taliban are closing the gap on." Netanyahu its international partners had been         ' broad framework for military coop- wave of sexual abuse allegations - and 
eramen covering the demonstration militants have frequently targeted said-of his talks with Washington. urging a shake-up in the electoral sys- eration but differs from military pacts accusations of cover-ups - against 
were also targeted. the convoys, although attacks have "We are making an effort" tem before parliamentary elections in Washington has with Colombia and Catholic clergy in which a bishop 
declined in the last few months. September. its NATO partners The official spoke 
on condition of anonymity due to the 
stepped down after admitting to having 
molested minors. 
• sensitivity of the matter 
Boston man gets 8 years hard labor in North Korea 
Aijalon Mahli Gomes also receives $700,000 fine after becoming fourth American detained for illegally crossing into the communist nation in the past year 
ByHy.MKj-JinKim 
The Associated Rws 
SEOUL South Korea — North 
Korea sentenced a Boston man 
to eight years of hard labor and 
ordered him to pay a $700,000 fine 
for crossing into the communist 
country illegally earlier this year, 
state media reported Wednesday. 
Aijalon Mahli Gomes, 30, was 
the fourth American detained by 
North Korea for illegal entry in 
less than a year, loumalists Laura 
Ling and Euna Lee were held for 
five months before their release 
last August, and activist Robert 
Park was expelled some -10 days 
after crossing into the country last 
Christmas. 
Gomes, who had been teaching 
English in South Korea before his 
arrest, acknowledged his wrong- 
doingat I'yongyang'sCentral Court 
on Tliesday, North Korea's official 
Korean Central News Agency said 
in a brief dispatch. 
Gomes was sentenced to eight 
years of "hard labor" and fined 70 
million North Korean won. said 
the report monitored in Seoul. 
North Korea's official exchange 
rate is 100 won to the U.S. dollar. 
"An examination was made of 
the hostile act committed against 
the (North) Korean nation and 
the trespassing on the border 
of (North Korea), against which 
an indictment was brought in 
and his guilt was confirmed," the 
report said. 
In Washington, State 
Department spokeswoman 
loanne Moore said the govern- 
ment had seen the reports but she 
could not immediately comment. 
Washington and Pyongyang do 
not have diplomatic relations. 
A spokeswoman for Gomes' 
family said they were "disturbed" 
by the verdict. 
"The family has no comment 
beyond that they are pray- 
ing for him and hoping for his 
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return home as soon as possi- 
ble," Thaleia Schlesinger said in 
Boston. "Needless to say, they are 
disturbed (by the sentence) but 
they arc hopeful that he would 
be returned home to them and 
they arc praying for that." 
It was unclear what might 
have compelled Gomes to risk 
going into communist North 
Korea illegally. 
However, Gomes — described 
by friends as a devout Christian 
— attended rallies in Seoul in sup- 
port of Park, a fellow Christian 
from the U.S. who deliberately 
went into the North in December 
to call attention to the nation's 
rights record. 
A Seoul-based activist familiar 
with Gomes, )o Sung-rae, said he 
might have been inspired by Park 
to make a similar trip. 
"Gomes was weeping and he 
looked so sincere when he asked 
me if I knew anything about 
Robert Park's status in North 
Korea," )o said Wednesday. 
Word of Gomes' Ian. 25 arrest 
came from a brief KCNA dis- 
patch in late January, weeks 
after Park was detained. His 
name was released in another 
dispatch last month. 
Park, who defiantly walked 
into North Korea from China, 
was on a self-proclaimed mis- 
sion to draw attention to North 
Korea's human rights record and 
to call for leader Kim long II to 
step down. He was released in 
February without charge. 
ling and Lee, who work for for- 
mer U.S. Vice President Al Ciorc's 
Current TV media venture, were 
arrested in March 2009 near the 
Chinese border and sentenced to 
12 years of hard labor for illegal 
entry and engaging in'hostile acts." 
They were freed in August after for- 
mer President Bill Clinton made a 
high-profile visit to Pyongyang to 
negotiate their release. 
North Korea, impoverished and 
proud, craves international recog- 
nition, particularly from (he U.S., 
its foe during die'l<>50-53 Korean 
Witr. Clinton's visit was thought to 
be a diplomatic victory for North 
Korea's Kim long II, who was 
beaming in photographs taken 
after holding talks widi a serious- 
looking Clinton. 
The arrests of U.S. citizens also 
took place against the backdrop 
of international pressure on North 
Korea to return to nuclear disar- 
mament talks, 
The regime walked away from 
the disarmament-for-aid talks 
involving the U.S. and other 
regional powers last year in anger 
over condemnation of a rocket 
launch widely seen as a test of 
long-range missile technology. 
North Korea followed that move 
with a nuclear test, earning tight- 
ened U.N. sanctions. 
Verdicts issued by the Central 
Court — North Korea's highest — 
are final and cannot be appealed, 
according to the South Korean 
government 
However, North Korea expert 
Yon I lo-yeol of Korea University 
in Seoul said Gomes will like- 
ly be released without having 
to serve the prison term. He 
predicted North Korea would 
use him as a bargaining chip in 
negotiations with the U.S. on its 
nuclear program. 
"Continuing to hold him in cus- 
tody is abo a burden for North 
Korea," as it will only galvanize 
criticism of its human rights 
record, Yoo said. 
He said North Korea will likely 
press for payment of die fine, or at 
least a negotiated amount. 
In 1991), North Korea demanded 
SI 110,000 as a "criminal fine" after 
American Evan Hunziker swam 
across the Yalu River from China. 
They eventually agreed ti > $5,000 to 
setde Hunziker's hotel bill during 
his iletainment, which Hunziker's 
family paid. 
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Frozen Four features two former Falcons 
PHOTO COURTESY OF 8C, ATHLETICS 
On March 24, 1984 BG claimed their first and only national title, defeating Hinnesota-Duluth 5-4 in quadruple over- 
time on a goal by Gino Cavallini. This weekend at the 2010 Frozen Four in Detroit, the captain and the coach from the 
1984 team will reunite, this time both as coaches. Both will be searching to lead their respective schools to national 
titles. For one, it's his 10th Frozen Four and possible fourth national title, for the other, his school is making its debut 
in the Division I NCAA Tournament and look to complete the Cinderella run like he did as a player 26 years earlier. 
Wayne Wilson 
The captain of the BG 1984 
national champions is now 
the head coach of RIT. The 
Tigers are looking for their 
first Division I title in school 
history as they play Wisconsin 
in the Frozen Four at 5 p.m. 
on ESPN2. 
Jerry York 
The coach of the BG 1984 
national champions is now 
the head coach of Boston 
College, looking for his third 
national title with the Eagles. 
BC plays Miami in the Frozen 
Four at 8 p.m. on ESPN2. 
% 
26 Years Later. Wilson and York back together on 
college hockey's biggest stage 
Q m PM« m ;;Pl reft 1101 ■ft   V ■-MJI^I 
March 24.1984 - Wilson and 
York .. ■ itional title with 
BG. 5-4 against Minneso.ta- 
Duluth in four overtimes in 
Lake Placid. New York. 
1989-1990 - With Wilson as 
an as assistant. York and BG 
make .the NCAA Tournament 
for the last time. BG hasn't 
been back since. 
1994-1995 - After compiling 
a 342-248-31 record at BG. 
York takes over as the head 
coach at Boston College. 
March 17,2001-At the 
Division III level, Wilson and 
RIT fall to Pittsburgh 6-2 in 
the national championship. 
April 7, 2001 - York wins his 
second national title, as BC 
defeats North Dakota 3-2 in 
overtime. 
Oct. 14. 2005 - In their first 
game at Division I level, RIT 
loses to Quinnipiac 6-2. 
FACEBOOK 
Become a Facebook fan 
Become a fan of the BG News sports 
department on Facebook. Log on to 
your account and search "BG News 
Sports to become a fan. 
April 12, 2008 - York wins his 
third national title as a coach, 
as BC beats Notre Dame 4-1. 
TWITTER 
March 20,2010 In their first 
year eligible for postseason 
play at Division I, Wilson and 
RIT win the Atlantic Hockey 
Association title. 
March 27 & 28,2010 -RIT 
defeats UNH 6-2 on Friday 
to make the Frozen Four. The • 
next night BC defeats Yale 9- 
7 to reach Detroit. 
Follow BG News sports, on Twitter 
The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us 
for breaking news and in-game updates from your 
favorite Falcon sport. 
www.twftter.com/bgnewssports 
BASEBALL 
Pitzulo makes an impact 
In his first season in the Falcon baseball program, freshman 
Matt Pitzulo has become a key contributor at the plate, bat- 
ting .355 this season. 
| P** 7 
Tonight - First Wilson, then 
York will play for the right to 
play in Sunday's national cham- 
pionship game in Detroit 
FOOTBALL 
Strong bond at 'backer 
BG football coach Dave Clawson preaches team unity, 
and that has been demonstrated by linebackers Dwayne 
Woods and Eugene Fells who have become close as 
brothers.' | Page 8 
k VISIT WWW.BGNEWSSPORTS.COM: FOR EXTENDED COVERAGE OF YOUR FAVORITE BG SPORTS 
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First Impressions 
EVERY DAY: Despite being a freshman. Man Pinub has become an important part ol the Falcon offensive attack 
Pitzulo making impact in first year with Falcons 
By Juf tin Onslow 
Reporter 
Freshman Mall Pitzulo is mak- 
ing an immediate impact on 
the Falcon baseball team. 
Pitzulo is hitting .355 this 
season and is leading a group 
of talented Falcon freshmen 
in several offensive categories, 
including slugging (.484) and 
on-base percentage (.420). 
Pitzulo has made the transi- 
tion from high school to col- 
lege baseball look easy so far, 
but he is the first to admit it 
has been an arduous process. 
"The season is a lot longer 
than a high school season." 
Pitzulo said. "Obviously the 
game isn't what it was when 
I was in high school. You 
start to have to deal with 
failure more." 
Failure is not something 
Pitzulo had to battle often 
in high school. He set seven 
school records in his career at 
Poland Seminary in Poland, 
Ohio, piecing together a senior 
season in which he hit .565 
with eight home runs. 
Pitzulo has always loved 
baseball. His father got him 
into baseball when he was 5 
years old, coaching him almost 
every year until he graduat- 
ed. Pitzulo's passion for the 
game made playing in college 
an easy choice, and after vis- 
iting the University last year, 
becoming a Falcon was anoth- 
er easy choice. 
"There were a few other 
schools I was looking at, but 
I came here on a visit and I 
liked the campus. I liked how 
it was like a small town and 
the coaches seemed real nice," 
Pitzulo said. "It just seemed 
like a good fit." 
Pitzulo has been a great Fit 
for the team. too. With sev- 
eral Falcons nursing injuries 
throughout the young season, 
he has had chances to shine. 
His clutch hitting has boosted 
the Falcons in some close wins 
this year, including a two-out, 
two-ruii shot up the middle 
that gave the Falcons the lead 
in their win against Eastern 
Michigan this past weekend. 
In spite of Pitzulo's early suc- 
cess, he admits just playing 
baseball at this level is enough 
to excite him. 
"It's a fun game — It's fun to 
play," Pitzulo said. "I couldn't 
really ask for more — being 
a freshman and pretty much 
being in the lineup every day 
trying to help us turn this 
thing around." 
The team has been strug- 
gling as oflate, dropping four of 
its last five games. Pitzulo said 
a lot of the team's struggles are 
results of lack of preparedness 
and concentration. 
"It's a fun game - it's fun to play. I couldn't 
really ask for more - being a freshman and 
pretty much being in the lineup every day 
trying to help us turn this thing around." 
^ Matt Pitzulo | BG infielder 
"A lot of the mistakes we're 
making are from not being 
mentally ready," Pitzulo said. 
"A lot of them are mental 
errors." 
Pitzulo turns 20 years old 
today, and with ltd taking on 
Ball State at home this week- 
end, he has one birthday wish. 
"We definitely need to get 
back on track, and I think 
that would be a great birth- 
day present to go out and win 
a series and hopefully sweep 
them," Pitzulo said. 
The Falcons are 2-4 in 
Mid-American Conference 
play this year. This week- 
end's home series will be a 
great opportunity for BG to 
put some notches in the win 
column. 
"I think this should be a big 
time," Pitzulo said. "It's still 
early, but at the same time, 
we've already played two MAC 
set ies already, so I think turn- 
ing it around this weekend 
would be a good start." 
Pitzulo does not expect 
things to just happen, though. 
His main goal is to help the 
team win. and his willing- 
ness to play multiple posi- 
tions shows he just wants to 
contribute. Pitzulo will play 
anywhere without complaint 
— as long as he gets to step up 
to the plate. 
"Wherever they need me to 
play. I'll play, as long as I get 
to hit," Pitzulo said. "I love 
hitting." 
With the freshman season 
Pitzulo is having, he has every 
reason to love it. 
TOWNHOUSES 
308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD 
3 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC, 
furniture, full basement, washer/dryer, free internet 
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5) 
$99 per person Deposit Special 
2 bedroom, 1 'A bath townhouses with AC, 
furniture, full basement, microwaves, 
washer and dryers, free internet 
Starting at $670 per month plus utilities 
(2 person rate) 
*Os. 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
445 E.Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419.352.0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
•Near Campus 
Security Fence 
• 24 Hr Access 
•Clean 
•Many Sizes 
Summer 
Storage! 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
(419)354-0070 
1724 E.Wooster 
www.shamrockbg.com 
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
5 6 9 2 
4 8 9 
2 1 5 3 6 
1 7 2 5 
7 2 3 
6 1 4 7 
3 2 8 7 4 
8 4 3   6 
1 5 4 8 
SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
E   9   8 
S Z 6 
*   I   I 
* 6 I 
I 9 E 
8   I   S 
S   Z    I 
V 8 L 
9   6   E 
It* 
6 I 9 
8   S   I 
S I 8 
E t Z 
9   I   6 
6 9 Z 
L S 8 
I   E   » 
9   8   E 
I 6 S 
I   >   L 
L   S   I 
c 8 v 
6   E   9 
Z   ►   6 
E L 9 
8    I    S 
BGSU 
TRIVIA 
On October 13, 
1919, BG played its 
first intercollegiate 
football game. 
Who was the 
opponent? 
A. Toledo 
B. Ohio University 
C. Baldwin-Wallace 
D University of Michigan 
/OTJ - n 
School Year 
Listings Avail 
MAKE AN OFFER! 
mimmu 
www.cartyrentals.com 
Looking to wrap up 
Final few houses 
Allowed up to 
7 on lease. 
Bonus for 1st 
Large Group! 
(Apartments Available) 
All next to Campus • Blocks 
from Downtown • Free Internet 
419.353.0325 
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
Find A Place To Call Home 
www.preterredpropertiQSCO com 
MAKE VOUR HOME AT: 
Haven House Manor 
Fox Run Apts 
Piedmont Apts. 
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed! 
Mini Malt Apts. (Downtown) 
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies 
Houses 
Now Renting For 
Summer 2010 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30 
530 S. Maple St 
419-352-9378 
Chili Throw Down 
See your favorite dining units go head-to-head! 
April 13 
Chili sampling at the Union 11:30am - 1 pm. 
Vote at the sampling or online. 
Visit Founders Keepers, Kreischer Sundial, or 
McDonald Dining for your favorite chill. 
Winner will be announced on our 
website at www.dineoncampus.com/bqsu 
|ree cup of chili from 12pm - 1 pm for 
patron^ at the winning location. 
BGSU it? 
DINING •© 
www.dineortCampus.com/bgsu 
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PHOTOS BY CHBISTINA MCGINNIS I THE K NEWS 
BROTHERHOOD: Top Dwayne Woods and Eugene Fells watch a practice earlier this season Bottom left: Woods bocks down an offensive player during practice last week. Bottom Right Woods prepares to 
make a play during practice. 
Fells and Woods form strong 
bond for upcoming season 
By Andrew Harrwr 
Senior Reporter 
Football coach Dave Clawson encourages his play- 
ere lo spend tune together off the field in hopes it 
will translate to on-the-field success. 
"Teams that play well together usually play well 
together off the field too," Clawson said. "When 
guys don't hang with each other except the three 
hours that they're here every day, it will show up 
on the field." 
Part of that process includes assigning freshman 
"big brothers" when they first arrive at camp. 
When linebacker Dwayne Woods Jr. began his 
career with the Falcons in 2009, Eugene "Champ" 
Fells was assigned to be his big brother. 
Fells — now a senior — told Woods he needed to 
settle in with the team and do his job every single 
day, even if it was a backup role. That lesson stuck, 
as Woods worked hard and is expected to start 
alongside Fells this season. 
"He's going to do a lot of good stuff for us," 
Fells said. 
The team got a preview of that "good stuff" this 
past season when the sophomore played in 13 
games, making 24 tackles and hurrying the quar- 
terback twice playing as a backup to three seniors— 
Jerett Sanderson, Cody Basler and lames Schneider. 
Clawson said losing that senior experience and 
the team's top three tacklers hurts, but he doesn't 
foresee any trouble with the 2010 linebacking corp. 
"We lost a lot of experience," Clawson said. "I've 
said this all along — what we lose in experience, I 
hope we make up for in athleticism." 
The third starting linebacker spot is still up for 
grabs, but senior Calvin Marshall is the early favor- 
ite, and Clawson is counting on Fells to be the 
leader no matter who ends up starting. 
"Champ is a very charismatic guy," Clawson said. 
"His teammates really like him. He's got some natu- 
ral leadership." 
His charisma and his playing ability qualify him 
as a leader, but it's his ability to identity strengths 
and weaknesses that will make him a great one. 
In fact, Fells is already on the same page as 
Clawson when it comes to knowing how to over- 
come losing three seniors. 
"The biggest difference is that we have a lot of 
younger guys, but at the same time, 1 think we have 
more speed," Fells said. "We're trying to make up for 
our lack of experience with talent and speed." 
And Fells will do everything in his power to make 
sure that happens, including mentoring Woods 
every step of the way. 
When they aren't making tackles, the two may be 
eating dinner or playing video games, likely either 
Call of Duty or Madden. 
If that's not the case, then they are probably talk- 
ing football with Fells giving Woods dps on how to 
be better, and Woods doesn't take that advice lightly, 
knowing it won't just help him because it will also 
help the team. 
"I have to make sure I do; I think that well help," 
Woods said. 
/ 
Cuvahoga 
Co mm unit) 
College 
3&L 
We offer nearly 1,000 
online credit classes 
flexible enough to fit 
your schedule and 
affordable enough 
to fit your budget. 
Online learning at 
Cuyahoga Community College... 
we meet yqu where you are. 
SUMMER CLASSES 
BEGIN JUNE 1, JUNE 14 
AND JULY 7. 
Where 
futures 
begn~ 
800-954-8742 
www.tri-c.edu/futures 
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You open the paper everyday, what would you like 
to see? This is your paper, we just print it! 
tell us online @> 
BGViews .com Q»- Send us your story suggestions and ideas to thenews@bgnews.com! 
lassitied Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG News wfll not knowingly acci-pi 
atlvr rttsemeim ihtii <li~- limlnatr. or 
riKoutaRP dlK-riinlnaflon against any Indi- 
vidual or group on ihe bath of rate, KL 
color, crml. n'llglon, national origin, wtiial 
(Hifiuaiton. disability. Maiut AS a veteran, 
oi on the bails of any otfaM legally pro- 
trctrd statin 
Services Offered 
WANTED: KARAOKE SINGERS! 
Must be able to have tun! Apply in 
person every Thurs after power hour! 
Campus Quarters Sports Bar 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
Center Substitute - Bowling Green 
Candidate must have a high school 
diploma or GED and experience 
working with children and adults and 
quantity cooking   Responsibilities 
include assisting the classroom 
teacher with daily acitivites. respond- 
ing to the needs of children, 
maintaining the clearness ol items 
used in the classroom and for meal 
time, maintaining accurate reports 
and documents and filling in for 
center receptionist Must also submit 
to initial physical exam and back- 
ground checks. On call, S7.90/hr. 
Applications must be received by 
April 19. 2010; apply on-line at: 
wsQS.orfl/erriploymenl 
EOE 
Kitchen Substitute-Bowling Green 
Candidate must have a high school 
diploma or GED and experience in 
food preparation and service. 
Responsibilities include preparing 
food, maintaining kitchen area, and 
cleaning and sanitizing dishes, pots 
and pans in Ihe absence of regular 
staff. Must also submit to initial 
physical exam and background 
checks  On Call S7.90tir. 
Applications must be received by 
April 19. 2010; apply on-line at: 
wsos.org/eniployment 
EOE 
LIFEGUARDS & WSI's needed at 
Tartan Fields Golf Club. Dublin, OH 
$8.25/hr & up. Apply at: 
tartanfields.com and forward to: 
plausch@columbus.rr.com 
Help Wanted 
"Wanted approx 5/5/10 for 2 weeks, 
apt. cleaners tor rentals. 
Call 419-353-0325 
Local hotel now hiring for 2 positions* 
computer professional with multi- 
media experience, and a marketing 
sales manager E-mail resume to: 
infoOeidiproperties com 
Play Sports! Have Funl Save Money! 
Maine camp needs counselors for 
all land, adventure & water sports 
Great summer! 888-844-8080, apply: 
PT A.M.Childcare needed for toddler 
in Perrysburg home. Prefer Early 
Childhood Ed w/ ref. 419-350-9894 
Toledo.com is searching for several 
interns to create content for our site. 
Positions include web designers. 
journalists/writers, social media 
interns.and photography 
and video interns. Please send 
resumes and samples to 
brandy@toledo.com 
or call 419-776-7000, x105 
for more into  Come spend Ihe 
summer with us covering the local 
arts and entertainment scene! 
Our office is in Levis Commons 
in Perrysburg and this is a 
paid, internship with flexible hours. 
For Rent 
For Rent 
"10-11 s.y. leases/apts, houses, efts 
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail. 
Discounts on 1 -6 BR houses & apts. 
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p 
1 BR apt across from campus, 
avail May 12th, $350/mo + util. 
Call 419-897-5997. 
1 BR apt, 1 block from campus 
w/parking, $400/mo, pets OK. 
Call 419-308-1733 
1 BR apt, 854 8th St, S400./mo. + 
elec w/ $400 security dep No pets 
Call 419-392-3354 
12 month leases starting May 2010 
.122 N Enterprise - 1BR, $380/mo. 
322 E Court- IBRapt. 
S440/mo includes all util. 
230 N. Enterprise - 1BR, S370/mo. 
605 5th St. - 3BR. 1.5ba. S630/mo. 
837 3rd St - 3BR. 2ba, $840/mo 
847 2nd St.- 3BR, 2ba, $900/mo. 
Call for August available rentals 
www.BGApartmenta.com 
Smith Apt Rentals - 419-352-8917 
"Last Large Houses for 10-11 8.Y. 
Must go. MAKE Offer 353-0325 9-9p 
321 E. Merry house, 4BR =7 allowed 
315 E Merry UP, 4BR = 5 allowed, 
also SUMMER ONLY rentals 
2 BR duplex, private parking & patio. 
836 Scott Hamilton Clean & quiet. 
Avail. 5/1/10 $560/mo * util. 
Call 419-352-1104 
2 clean & quiet 4BR houses on 
Wooster. $1000-$1200/mo ♦ util. 
avail May. call 419-352-1104 
2010-2011, 1 82BR, May or Aug 
1 8 2 BR avail now, short & long 
term. For more into call 354-9740 
or contact   ghoverson@woh rr com 
2BR apts. 4th St. pets OK. reduced 
price, $490/mo +gas/elec; water incl 
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456. 
2BR, 1 bath apt, 8th St. 
washer/dryer, 
call 419-352-8872 
3BR house + util. avail 5/15/10, 
3 room eftic incl util. avail NOW, 
1 rm studio apt incl util, avail 7/15/10. 
2BRapt-fUt.il, avail 8/15/10 
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773 
3BR, 2 bath - house. 5th St, 
A/C, W/D hookup, avail May. 
$775/mo, call 419-352-8872. 
3BR, 2 bath - house. 5th Si, 
Avail Aug, S675/mo. 
Call 419-352-8872 
424 E. Wooster, Lg 3 BR apt, great 
location, avail Fall 2010 S950/mo. 
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882. 
426 E Wooster. large 1 BR apt 
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo. utils incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
4BR house. 208 S. Summit St 
S1.300/mo. avail 5/15/10 
Call 419-308-1733 
842 / 846 7th St, 3BR. 2 bath, new S 
modern duplexes, close to campus. 
Call 419-353-5078 
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St, 
2BR Apts Avail. May or August. 
S490/S500 + util. 12 mo lease 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office open 10-2. M-F. 
www.bgapartments.com 
The Daily Crossword Fix [jjj 
brought to you by l = IASLADA BISTRO 
ACROSS 
1 "The West Wing" creator 
12 1947 Oscar winner for 
Best Original Song 
14 1988 Michelle Pfeiffer comedy 
16 Record holder? 
17 Battery alternative 
18 Neural transmitter 
19 Cat murmurs 
21 Charmer who "walks like 
a woman and talks like 
a man," in a 1970 hit 
22 John of London 
23 Old postal divisions 
24 Pachelbel work 
25 Oct. 1975 NBC debut 
26 Cost to get in on the deal 
27 Cunning 
28 First queen of Carthage 
29 For whom the bell tolls 
30 Catkin bearers 
33 Fast-growing pet 
34 Half of CDX 
1 Use a fan on 
2 Kitchen protector 
3 Delay cause, maybe 
4 Dedicated work 
5 Neighbor of Homer 
6 Emancipated 
7 Sussex scents 
8 Dull drills 
9 Cleopatra's eyeliner 
10 "My stars!" 
11 "Give me a for-instance!" 
12 Fighter craft game 
released by Sega in     33 
1982 34 
13 Empty 35 
14 Board 36 
15 Hardly spicy 38 
19 Koi habitats 
20 Golden rule word 41 
23 Site of the 1974 42 
fight known as "The 44 
Rumble in the Jungle" 
24 Play badly? 45 
27 Newly polished 47 
28 Will writer, at a will 48 
reading 
29 Consequently 
30 Pro pitcher? 
31 Pioneer 35mm 
cameras 
32 Loser to Bush in 1988 
Cataract 
Bndgeslone product 
Old yellers 
In a smt 
Places for roasters 
and toasters? 
Picayune 
Yam. for one 
Competitive 
advantage 
Tnke rtder 
Saul or Solomon 
"Oh!" to Ohm 
ANSWERS 
37 Ad preceder? 
38 Frighten 
39 Last word of Shelley's 
"Adonais" 
40 Amplify 
41 Smart-mouthed 
42 Silly rabbit's desire, in ads 
43 Campus figure 
45 One in a class by herself? 
46 Without anything on 
49 Most buses 
50 '80s NBC medical drama 
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Also try our aulhintlU- 
I in i >f i,-aii KitHHls: 
• German Coffee 
• Swiss Chocolates 
• Variety of fruit juice 
vegetable spreads 
JIUI more? 
Exclusive 
selection of 
European 
wine! 
CARRY OUT ONLY 
m ASLADA BISTRO Furttpeun Dining Experience 
\ i-.ii Europe without ever having to leave Howling Green! 
182 S. Main Street   Ihnvfuig Gram. OH    PhoiK    il^i r.<  Su 
www.na.sladabistro.com 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
KICK GAS! FREE HEAT! 1 S 2 BR 
S99 SD Special! Greal Location! 
Pet Friendliest! 
Varsity Square Apts. 
419-353-7715 
Large 2BR furnished apt. A/C. 
850 Scott Hamilton.quiet. clean. 
Call 419-352-1104 
Look for more listings on the 
BG News website housing directory 
wvAv.bgviews.com 
NEW REDUCED RENT 
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES! 
PET FRIENDLY 
May or August Lease 2010-2011 
824 5th St - 4 BR 2 bath, A/C. W/D. 
S695'mo - 3 ppl. $875/mo - 4 ppl 
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064 
www.froboserentals.com 
Nice 3BR house. 939 N Prospect. 
W/D. dishwasher. 3 person max 
occup Avail May. S650/mo + util. 
Call 419-601-0781 
Nice 2BR house, near campus, 
new inside, energy efficient 
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes Near BGSU 
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070 
Sign for next year now and save 
S420/mo for year lease 709 Fifth St.' 
2BR, 2 baths. C/A. call Jack or Phil 
for appt at 800-829-8638 
www meccabg com 
Mecca Management, Inc. 
419-353-5800 
Secure your apartment for 
2010-2011! 
Stop in our office for current 
listings. 
GOING FAST!! 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-353-5800 
meccabg.com 
info@meccabg.com 
Enjoy quiet living in a location with easy access to 8GSU and 
Downtown Bowling Green. Great for BGSU faculty/staff and young 
professionals. Call 419.354.0070 for floor plans and pricing. 
Townhouses - For Lease 
• Natural gas fireplace 
• Central air conditioning 
• Laundry room 
• Dishwasher/disposal/stove/refrigerator | 
• Attached garage w/ remote door opener 
• Living room w/ cathedral ceiling 
• Ample closets & storage space 
• Access to outside pool 
• Pats allowed (with fee) 
Shamrock 
wwwjJiamrockbg.com 
$8 - $14+ an hour! 
Part Time during school 
II Time during summer break 
www.homecitylce.com 
MO FXPFRIFNCF NFEDFD • Wli L TRAIN 
1-800 899-8070 
1
 Rooms equipped with 
fridge & microwave 
• King or 2 double beds 
• Free cable TV 
• Free local calls 
• Hair dryer & coffee 
maker available in room 
Right Across from BGSU! 
$439.00/monrh 
429.352.5222 
THE HEAT 
TANNING CENTER 
904 E Wooster I 419-352-3588 
$1 .00 per visit 
April 7-April 9 
[for standard bed] 
Must be used by May S Offer 
valid at Heat location only. 
We Deliver 
Great 
Dinners! 
i6;S MainSt.-BG 
4I9-JS)-U77< www.sambs.com 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
& SUMMIT TERRACE 
ALSO INCLUDED 
Two Outdoor Pools 
On-Site Laundry Facilities 
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance 
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances 
Rent Payable Online 
Lease Renewal Bonuses 
Referral Award Bonuses 
Off Street & Guest Parking 
Recycling Program 
-APARTMENTS- 
HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING 
INCLUDED 
HIGH SPEED INTERNET 
INCLUDED 
BASIC CABLE 
INCLUDED 
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
INCLUDED 
WATER/SEWER/TRASH 
INCLUDED 
Call Us About Our April Specials! 
Napoleon 
Office ■    - - 
STOP BY 
AND SEE US 
No Appointments Necessary 
400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
419-352-9135 
winthrop@gerdenich.com 
www.winthropterrace.com 
Fewer Bills and a Better Value 
119 Clay St. - $695 
730 Elm St. - $595 
316 Ridge St. - $595 
I 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Large two bedroom 
duplexes/houses 
I 
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Condor egg successfully hatches in California 
PINNACLES NATIONAL MONUMENT. Calif (AP) - Foe the first time in more 
than a century, a California condor chick has hatched inside the federal park that once 
was a domain of the species. 
Biologists at Pinnacles National Monument m Central California are celebrating the 
milestone announced Wednesday. 
The hatching of the chkk. whose sex has not yet been determined, is the latest devel- 
opment in the slow recovery of the endangered birds 
The condor hatched a week ago and will be raised by a female released in 2004 in 
the park and a male released the same year along the Big Sur coast 
In 1982. the last 22 California condors were placed in a captive breeding program. 
Today, there are nearly 350 in the world. 
Multi-alarm fire strikes Boston condo building 
BOSTON (AP) - Authorities were on the scene of a fire at a 10-story condominium 
building in Boston's Back Bay. 
Boston firefighters could be seen early Wednesday afternoon with ladders extended 
to the building and spraying water onto the 7th floor but no flames were visible from 
outside the building. 
Kim Finucane lives in the building and says she evacuated after she heard the fire 
alarm and smelled smoke. She said she saw flames shooting from the building and 
'debris coming down like crazy." 
The Boston Globe reported at least one person has been rescued There were no 
immediate reports on injuries. 
Boston EMS spokeswoman Jennifer Mehigan said at least three ambulances were on 
scene. 
Jjie building is at the intersection of Beacon Street and Massachusetts Avenue^ 
- 
I 
5* 
I 
Utah, Wyo. seek to intervene in Mont, gun lawsuit 
CHEYENNE. Wyo (AP) - State officials in Wyoming and Utah plan to enter a lawsuit 
pending in Montana to argue the federal government lacks authority to regulate firearms 
that are made and sold in the same state. 
The attorneys general of Wyoming and Utah say they plan to file a brief in the 
Montana case this week. Its possible other states may sign on as well 
The states involved have adopted "firearms freedom" laws that seek to exempt guns 
manufactured and sold in the same state from federal regulations. 
In Montana, pro-gun groups sued the federal government last year over its contention 
that federal guns laws still apply despite the state law. 
The U.S. Department of Justice argues Montana lacked authority to exempt guns from 
itional gun control laws 
NEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP) - A car owned by an animal research technician charged 
with killing a Yale University graduate student last September is being returned to his 
family. 
A judge granted the family's reguest for the vehicle Wednesday in New Haven 
Superior Court. 
The Ford Mustang was seized during the investigation that led to the arrest of 
Raymond Clark III. who was charged with strangling 24-year-old Annie Le of Placerville. 
Calif. Le's body was found stuffed behind a research lab wall on the day she was sup- 
posed to get married. 
An arrest warrant indicates the car contained a pair of white sneakers with unknown 
reddish stains, a blue garment similar to hospital scrubs and a dark garbage bag. 
The 24-year-old Clark has pleaded not guilty to murder charges. 
American 
Red Cross 
redcrossblood.org I 1-800-RED CROSS 
(1-800-733-2767) 
BGSU Campus 
Red Cross Blood Drive 
In the Student Union Multi-Purpose Room 
Monday, April 12 - Thursday, April 15, 2010 
11 am - 5 pm 
Visit redcrossblood.org and enter Sponsor Code: BGSU. 
Check out our facebook page: 
facebook.com/redcrossblood 
Free Chipotle burrito 
Free pint of ice cream  «n .PACES REMAINING J 
THB = 
i ENCLAVE 
419.353.5100' 706 NAPOLEON ROAD -      Find US On 
BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM t   FaceOOOK 
lndi«*jM«tio«r.17««.orH|«(ie«*P"«««IPW™~Pn«.   . peod-vi 0" lb*r MrM «»<l •'• B «"«■•, »ood h~lth m., b. MgM lo donMa blood   Pleaaa b.ing your Rao C 
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